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Jus de Pomme Pétillant (Sparkling Apple Juice) is 100% natural apple juice, without 
added sugar, preservative or colouring. It is a healthy elegant drink, for young and less 
young alike.

The apples are simply mixed, crushed and pressed, slowly and delicately so that the juice 
retains all the flavour and goodness of the apple. The juice is then clarified, pasteurised 
and carbonated. No sugar is added.

Unopened, the bottle can be kept for up to 2 years at room temperature. Once open, keep 
cold and drink within a few days. 

Service: When to drink it? At any time. At tea time. Perfect for birthdays parties and teas.
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Etienne Dupont has been in charge of the Domain since 1980, when he took over from his father Louis and his grand father Jules. He has improved 
the old orchards and has planted a further ten hectars of small standard apple trees. Together, there are 27 hectars of typical varieties, that is to say 
6000 apple trees, for the production of Cider, Pommeau and Calvados.
Etienne went to Cognac to learn the art of double distillation and worked in close partnership with an oenologist. From the picking of the apples to 
the final ageing of the Calvados, Etienne Dupont is fully committed to producing the best quality. Quality always comes first, often at the expense of 
the yield.
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Product Details
Style Cidre Brut, non-alcoholic

Alc./Vol. 0%
Varieties 50% Bittersweet Apples 

50% Acid Apples

E. Dupont Jus de Pomme Petillant

Tasting Notes
Appearance Straw, slightly hazy. Fine 

long lasting mousse.
Aroma Aromas of fresh and baked 

apple.
Flavor Fresh and elegant, very pure 

and clean. Tasting of cooked 
apple flesh and tart tatin. 

Finish Leaves an agreeable taste in 
the mouth. Thirst quench-
ing.


